I. Introduction
Way back in 1957, France, West Germany, Belgium, Italy, Luxembourg and the Netherlands signed the Treaty of Paris, which established the European Economic Community (EEC), the predecessor of today's European Union. It was the latest of several attempts to foster economic cooperation between European nations in the wake of World War II. Nations that traded together, it was believed, would be less likely to go to war with each other. During 1961 United Kingdom made an application to join European Union but due to political isolation in Western Europe, this application was vetoed by the French Government in 1963, again UK made second attempt to join EU which was again vetoed by the French in 1967. After a long waiting during 1969 there was a negotiation for British membership. The United Kingdom joined EEC on 1 st January 1973 with Denmark and Ireland. This proved controversial at the time.
The Labor party initially sought renegotiation of membership. During 1975, the nation held referendum to decide whether UK should stay in the European community / common market that showed positive sign of staying, this has led the center-left Labour party split, over the issue with the pro-Europe wing splitting from the rest of the part to form the Social democratic party(SDP). During 1984 the conflict started between EEC & UK, when the conservative PM Margeret Thatcher gave an order to reduce British payments to the EEC Budget. The Maastricht Treaty, which took effect in 1993, created the Brussels-based European Union (EU) was the main component. The EU was designed to integrate Europe's nations politically and economically, including a united foreign policy, common citizenship rights and (for most member nations, excluding UK) a single currency, the euro. Later in 1997 Labour Prime Minister Tony Blair, was strongly pro-European Union tried to rebuild ties with the rest of the Europe.
In 2007, after plans for an official EU constitution collapsed, the member nations finished negotiating the controversial Lisbon Treaty, which gave Brussels broader powers. With the interest of protecting Britain's financial sector, David Cameron became the first UK Prime Minister to veto an EU Treaty; 2011. Against the backdrop of economic unrest in the Eurozone (territory of 19 EU nations having Euro) and an ongoing migrant crisis, UKIP and the other supporters of a possible British exit from the EU or Brexit increased over the past several years. In 2015 Cameron went to work renegotiating the UK-EU relationship, including changes in
III. Impact of Brexit on world's selected major stock exchanges
Britain is one of the largest economies in the world. Where goods and services which costs billions of pounds is being imported from other countries every year, due to their declining purchase power, British consumers and businesses has decreased their imports from other countries, which is causing other economies to slowdown. For every point of decline in UK's economic growth, the other countries especially European countries are experiencing decline in their economy and also European companies are facing decrease in their profit. Therefore stock markets all across the Europe also have declined in the immediate after the Brexit vote. Brexit also caused a sharp negative reaction in other countries stock markets. For the study purpose, data on each month end stockmarket performance of following 21 Stock Exchangesincluding the market indicators which are situated throughout the worldand their securities trading values for the past 2 years(25 months) have been taken into consideration.  Bombay Stock Exchange [BSE Sensex]: An Indian Stock Exchange, which is the world's 11 th largest stock exchange with an overall market capitalization of $1.43 Trillion as of March, 2016 and having more than 55000 companies being publicly listed on BSE.  Nifty: National Stock Exchange of India Limited is the leading stock exchanges in India which was the first demutualized electronic exchange in the country and has a total market capitalization of more than US $ 
V. Expected Return
Rational investor always would like to maximize his return in given condition for a group of investment alternatives. Expected or average rate of return for a particular share to which it's maximum could be selected for the investment. Average return for any stock can be calculated as under… Return = (((closing price -opening price)/opening price)*100) Average Return = (Σ Return / N) Where N = Number of observation.
Standard Deviation:
Movement from traditional view to modern view made people to think even about risk apart from return concept in investment decision. Investment decision may be more accurate if the concept of risk have considered for investment. Understanding the nature of the risk is not adequate unless the investor or analyst is capable of expressing it in some quantitative terms. Expressing the risk of a stock in quantitative terms makes it comparable with other stocks. Measurements cannot be assured of cent percent accuracy because risk is caused by numerous factors such as social, political, economic and managerial efficiency. Measurement provides an approximate quantification of risk. The statistical tool always used to measure and used as a proxy for risk is the standard deviation.
The standard deviation represents the variation in the expected return. Higher the standard deviation higher will be the variation in the expected return and vice versa. One can select those scripts which yield very minimum variance for investment.
The Concept of Beta:
Share market movement reflects in individual companies share price and some type of the direction in the movement share price can be noted. To study the average relationship between share market movement and individual companies share price variation, the concept of beta can be used. Beta indicates that one percent change in NSE index return would cause some percent change in the stock return. Beta is calculated for individual companies using regression analysis. Beta values range between negative and positive value and each value represents different meaning. i) Beta = +1.0 stock moves in tandem with market. ii) Beta = +0.5 stock is less volatile compared to the market. iii) Beta = +2.0 stock return is more volatile. iv) Negative Beta value indicates that the stock return moves in the opposite direction to the market return. Note: Stock with more than 1 Beta value is considered to be risky. 
Capital Asset Pricing Model:
To decide about what might be the minimum return that a script should yield to satisfy current level of risk can be studied with the concept of capital asset pricing model. The risk averse nature of nature of the investors is the underlying factor for this behavior. The capital pricing theory helps the investors to understand the risk and return relationship of the securities. It also explains how assets should be priced in the capital market.
R i = R f + β ( R m -R f ) Note: Where Rf means risk free rate of return i.e., return given by government T-bills. The general idea behind CAPM is that investors need to be compensated in two ways: time value of money and risk. The time value is represented by the risk free (r f ) rate in the formula and compensates the investors for time. The other half of the formula represents risks and calculates the amount of compensation the investor needs for taking a risk measure (beta) that compares the returns of the asset to the market once a period of time and to the market premium (R m -R f ). Under CAPM, investment decision can be taken by comparing actual average return with minimum return required according to this model.
Efficient Frontier Theory:
The risk and return of all portfolios or stocks plotted in risk-return space would be dominated by efficient stocks or portfolios. Stocks may be selected randomly from capital market. To make effective combination in selection of stock, the concept of efficient frontier technique may be used. 
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Sharpe's optimal portfolio
Sharpe had provided a model for the selection of appropriate securities in a portfolio. The selection of any stock is directly related to its excess return-beta ratio. Ri -Rf βi Where, Ri = the expected return on stock i Rf = the return on the riskless asset βi = the expected change in the rate of return on stock I associated with one unit change in the market return.
The excess return is the difference between the expected return on the stock and the riskless rate of interest such as the rate offered on the government security or Treasury bill. The excess return of beta ratio measures the additional return on a security (excess of the riskless asset return) per unit of systematic risk or non-diversifiable risk. This ratio provides a relationship between potential risk and reward. Ranking of the stocks are done on the basis of their excess return to beta. Portfolio managers would like to include stocks with higher ratios. The selection of the stock depends on a unique cut-off rate such that all stocks with higher ratios of Ri-Rf / βi are included and the stocks with lower ratios are left off. The cut-off point is denoted by C*. Later appropriate mix of securities can be done on the basis Z*.
Objectives of the study:
This paper mainly focuses on the BREXIT and its impact on overall economy of various countries and on Indian economy and also to guide the Investors regarding their Investment decision. To satisfy above broad objective, following objectives are identified. 
Need of the study:
England played vital role in world economy since start of world history through their innovative trading strategy. British were key role player in European Union since its origin and most of the world's countries heavily depend on this iconic country for trade issues. Great idea of British-exit halted like stroke for many countries international trade. After Brexit economic condition and share market behavior of all counties started to see historic down. This is the right time to analyze the real impact of Brexit in different angle.
Scope of the study:
Brexit started to be like debating issue worldwide for many reason. Some of the countries are even after two month of Brexit are not able to regain their old popularities. Especially for the management and commerce students' Brexit has given wider scope to apply their world economy knowledge. This paper can be used by academician, students and researcher for better understanding of this historic concept.
VI. Methodology b. Sources of data:
Basically this paper depends upon secondary data but after severe restructuring using different models. Data has been collected form money market, rediff stock and respective websites of worlds different share markets for live share market prices. For the theoretical background and basic knowledge of Brexit even information gathered from reputed journals, magazines, newspapers and surfing net. In this paper two broad category researches carried on which includes: VI. Brexit and its impact on world's economy based on world's different share markets performance before and after Brexit. Before Brexit includes 2 years month end share market prices of world's top stock exchange's respective stock index. After Brexit includes share market month end price till the date (December 31 st ). VII. Brexit and its impact on top Indian companies. For the purpose 8 selected companies stock market performance recorded systematically before and after Brexit on month end basis for last one year.
c. Tools of Analysis:
Final interpretation and suggestions have been drawn as result of the study after using critical financial and statistical techniques. 
VI. Data Analysis and Interpretation
Careful observation of returns of world's recognized stock exchanges before and after have revealed that Brexit is a short term incident which affected the entire stock market and mean while it had recovered soon so no need to be take any immediate steps just for Brexit. There is long live for share market investment and entire economy supports for long term investment and even this is the right time for new share market investors. Table 1 and chart 1, observation can be done for risk or variation in the return before and after the Brexit. After the Brexit entire share markets throughout the globe began with stabilized return with very minimum variation which can create new hopes in investor for maximizing their future return with much variation. Finally this could be identified and proved that any single incidents no longer affect the share market movements except immediate short term. Investor should keep patience as a success strategy which made many reputed investor to shine in height of achievements. In chart 2 it could be pointed return and risk of selected companies from Indian stock market before and after Brexit. Blue colored line indicates return before Brexit and red colored line after Brexit. Out of 8 companies 7 companies started to have heavy loss in their earning. It shows heavy negative influence of Brexit on share market performance. Green colored line indicates risk or variations in the return before Brexit and purple color indicates variation after Brexit. It could be noted chances of variation after Brexit reduced to maximum extent. This situation represents stabilization in variation since the immediate reaction got to end. This indicates future earning chances without much variation in respective companies.
Chart 3: Representation of selected Indian companies return and risk before and after Brexit: Beta represents systematic risk. It suggests an investor regarding movement in individual stock keeping stock market index as a base. Brexit resulted in an historical variation on world's stock market where Indian stock market also isnot away from it. Shape of betavalue after Brexit showed high instability beyond the expectation and it made beta no more accurate indicator of future direction of individuals' shares. Table 4 and chart 3 gives the interpretation on how to frame the most attractive combination of securities for well diversified investment out of available eight securities under Sharpe's optimal portfolio. Before Brexit in the portfolio it was occupied with Mahindra & Mahindra and Biocon with 29 % and 71 % respectively. This portfolio could yield 5.54 % of return each month. Table 4 and chart 4gives details on attractivecombination of securities after Brexit under Sharpe's optimal portfolio which is occupied by Wipro 21 % and HCL 79% respectively but cause for less return of just 0.81 % of return at the end of each month. It proves there is impact of Brexit in short run but will recover once the confidence is filled in investors mind.
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Suggestions
1. "Purchase when everyone sell and sell when everyone purchase", through the study it revealed that Brexit made tremendous change in share market by reaching lower depth of earning because of heavy exit by investors. New investor and existed investor could use this as an opportunity for long run wealth creation by having systematic investment. 2. Study has shown investor gets panic for incidents immediately which cause for heavy loss or opportunity cost of making profit in future. It is suggestible to investor not to get panic and move towards market; instead they can take suggestions of expert or wait for recovery. 3. People can go for portfolio investment which facilitates appropriate return in any situation adding the advantage of diversification. 4. Investment after making economy analysis, industry analysis and company analysis proved better prospectus for selecting right securities. 5. Financial techniques like return, risk, beta, CAPM, Efficient frontier and Sharp's optimal portfolio can be utilized to be a professional investor. Increasing knowledge is acting like right weapon to fight against market.
VI. Conclusion
Indian share market coverage is not more than 10% of total population but in developed countries this percentage goes above 50%. This showsthe possibility of huge upward movement and opportunities in the Indian stock market to the prospective investor. Lack of education and awareness are one of the greatest threats which made stock market look like a risky avenue for investment to the common and middle class people. One can blend three ingredients for success in security market that is time, experience and knowledge to get sure return. Government and educational institution should try to give practical exposure to the higher education students about the share market investment.
